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Introduction
This is the final report of the multimedia voter 
education program conducted during a 7 months 
period from October, 2019 to April 2020 in a 
partnership between the Tanzania Youth Vision 
Association (TYVA) and the International Foundation 
for Electoral Systems (Pertiner organization ), Pertiner 
organization  provided a Fixed Amount Award worth 
$37,900.   The program was conducted to support 
the National Electoral Commissions Biometric Voter 
Registration being conducted during the lead up to the 
2020 Tanzanian national elections.

The scope of the award required TYVA to 
undertake radio and TV advertising on 
stations with a youth focus, social media 
advertising including use of influencers 
and posting of video clips, publish print 
media articles and have in place internet 
information. The platforms were required 
to channel voter education messaging 
content on:

·	 The timing of voter registration 

·	 Eligibility criteria required for youth to register

·	 Hours of voter registration and places where 
the registration is taking place

·	 Providing civic awareness reasons as to 
why youth should turn up to register in the 
Biometric Voter Registration (BVR) exercise. 
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The second part of this report gives more details 
about the problem analysis for the entire program. 
This includes giving a rationale of why this multimedia 
program was important in Dar es Salaam. National 
Electoral Commission target in 2015 General Election 
aimed to register 2.9 million voters in Dar es Salaam, 
but the Commission only ended registering 2.8 million 
with more than 100,000 missed target3 of voters 
which statistically would be young people who are 
first time voters. A thorough analysis is therefore 
provided in this part followed by the program goal, 
messaging, and milestones. The report also provides 
details of the work plan and how it was executed to 
attain the program goal. Lastly, this report provides 
the Monitoring and Evaluation details of the program 
and finalize with the conclusion. 

It should be noted that while the primary 
target of the program was the Dar es 
Salaam Region due to the BVR calendar of 
the NEC which guided the implementation 
timeliest conducted social media voters 
education campaign which   was targeted in 
Dodoma, Mbeya, Iringa and Pwani   where 
BVR was being conducted both during and 
prior to the Dar es Salaam Region.

Introduction

In the first part of this report, we give insightful 
information on the background of youth participation 
in the democracy of Tanzania. Specifically, we give a 
brief account of BVR historical background in the City 
of Dar es Salaam for the General Election conducted in 
2015. With a population of about 5.7 million people in 
Dar es Salaam, only 47 percent of the city’s residents 
did not receive voter education on BVR during the 2015 
General Election (TACCEO1 Report on BVR, 2015). 

With a strong background on championing youth 
participation in electoral processes and democracy in 
the country TYVA, which had been accredited to provide 
voter education by National Electoral Commission 
(NEC), designed and executed the multimedia voter 
education program using electronic, print and social 
media platforms and managed to reach out to about 
970,035  people on social media reach out and other 
platform used during this campaign.

The most popular Radio Station amongst the young 
population in Tanzania, Clouds FM, famously known 
as the people’s station which won the prestigious East 
Africa super brand award, was used by the multimedia 
voter education program to reach out to Dar es Salaam 
youth with a total of 28 spots of radio jingles. Most 
viewed and youth friendly TV stations of EATV, Clouds 
TV and Wasafi TV, together broadcast on air a total 
of 12 TV spots of video adverts. The Citizen, RAI and 
Mtanzania newspapers, which cumulatively attracts a 
daily estimation of circulation of about 70,000 copies in 
the market areas, were used to publish voter education 
articles. Newspapers are passed from person to person 
with most copies reaching many readers. 

1 TACCEO is the Tanzania Civil Society Consortium on Election 
Observation. 
2 The Citizen is an English newspaper with the leading 
circulation of more than 30,000 copies per day. RAI is the 
Swahili investigative and political lead newspaper in Tanzania 
which has at least 20,000 copies in circulation per day. 
Mtanzania newspaper has a command in news reporting in 
Swahili with at least 20,000 copies in circulation per day.   
3 National Electoral Commission (2015 Tanzania General 
Elections Report).

4 NGO Act (CAP 56),2019
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Report Success 
Summary
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Social Media Reach
1 MILLION

12 times in 3 TV stations
1 VIDEOS AIRED

in Three Newspapers with 6,000 estimated reader
3 Articles

on Social Media
30 Youth influencers

drawings
21 cartoon

28 times in youth radio station
1 Audio aired
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BACKGROUND OF YOUTH PARTICIPATION IN 
TANZANIA

Tanzania was formerly known as 
Tanganyika, which gained independence 
from Great Britain in December 9, 1961. The 
newly independent country was practicing 
multiparty democracy until 1965, when the 
interim constitution was enacted, and which 
turned Tanzania into a single party state. 
The single party state enacted constitution 
was preceded by the 1964 union between 
Tanganyika and Zanzibar bringing forth 
the new country of the United Republic of 
Tanzania on 26 April 1964. 

The single party system was consolidated by the 
merging of two major political parties - the Afro-
Shiraz Party (ASP) of Zanzibar and the Tanganyika 
African National Union (TANU) of Tanganyika, The two 
parties were merged on February 5, 1977 and formed 
a single party known as Chama cha Mapinduzi- CCM 
(The Revolutionary Party). There were no multiparty 
elections in Tanzania from 1965 up until 1995. In 
1984 the Constitution was amended to include the Bill 
of Rights and in 1992, the Constitution was further 
amended to bring back multiparty democracy. This 
was followed by Multiparty Elections in 1995, 2000, 
2005, 2010 and 2015 with CCM retaining its place as 

the ruling party since independence. Throughout the 
time when there was no multi-party democracy youth 
participation in democracy was pioneered through 
the TANU Youth League which later became known as 
UVCCM (the Youth League of Revolutionary Party).

The Constitutional amendment in 1992 did not only 
bring forth a multiparty system but also facilitated 
the emerging of broader space for participation of 
Civil Society Organizations in the democratization 
process. All Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) were registered through the 1954 Societies 
Ordinance Act until 2002 when the NGO Act was 
enacted. Despite having youth wings in several of 
the 20 registered political parties’ overall youth were 
poorly represented. There were very few youth NGOs 
in the country at that time, something which brought 
a gap in terms of strong, meaningful and effective 
youth participation. This gap gave rise to the need to 
promote youth participation in the democracy of the 
country and youth became increasingly organized. 

As part of this movement a group of secondary school 
students and a few from higher learning institutions 
met in Dar es Salaam in 2000 and formed Tanzania 
Youth Vision Association (TYVA). TYVA was registered 

Background Of Youth
Participation In Tanzania
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voters in the city of Dar es Salaam did not received 
voter education on the NEC BVR exercise. 

In response of this fact Pertiner organization  
supported TYVA to develop a multimedia voter 
education program with the purpose of promoting 
voter registration during the 2019/2020 NEC BVR 
exercise reaching at least 970,035 individuals and 
potentially up to 1. million. The program deployed an 
approach of using print, electronic and social media 
platforms to reach out to this audience. 

It should be noted that in the 2015 General Election, 
according to the NEC, their aim was to register 2.9 
million voters in Dar es Salaam city. Ultimately, the 
actual number registered was 2.8 million voters. 
Further, between 2015 and 2020 an estimated further 
500,000 youth in Dar es Salaam reached voting age. 
It should be noted that as the last population census 
in Tanzania was in 2012 population projections 
are estimates only and as such the 500,000-youth 
estimate provided here is a best guess. 

TYVA has been accredited by NEC to provide voter 
education in Tanzania, thus in the multimedia voter 
education project, TYVA is working in partnership with 
the International Foundation for Electoral Systems 
(Pertiner organization ) to make the program a great 
success. 

in 2002 through the 1954 Societies Ordinance Act and 
was re-registered as an NGO in 2019 following major 
amendments of the NGO Act (CAP 56). 

TYVA’s vision since its formation has been “to see a free, 
just, democratic and peaceful society, in which there 
is active and effective youth participation.” TYVA has 
undertaken training, mentorship, and encouragement 
of young people to take be active in democracy 
through various civic awareness programs such as 
Dialogues, advocacy, and youth election participation 
campaign projects such as the ‘Youth and Your Vote 
Campaign”. The target audience for TYVA programs 
has always been first time voters and youth aspiring to 
various leadership positions in both local and General 
Elections from 2005 through to 2020. One of the 
TYVA founding members, John John Mnyika, as well 
as other members of TYVA have been successful in 
being elected as members of parliament in the 2010 
and 2015 General Elections. 

Each General Election year the credible election 
observation bodies reveal new information on the 
status of civic awareness and youth participation in 
terms of voter registration and voter turnout in Polling 
Stations. According to the Tanzania Civil Society 
Consortium for Election Observation (TACCEO) in the 
2015 General Election about 47 percent of eligible 
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TYVA’S ACCREDITATION FOR PROVISION OF VOTER EDUCATION
T

The NEC has been conducting the nation-wide exercise 
of voter registration through a BVR process. NEC is 
conducting the BVR exercise in two phases as required by 
the Constitution of Tanzania. The first phase began in July 
2019 and concluded in February 2020. The seconds phase 
is from April 2020 to June 2020. The activity is being 
conducted progressively across Tanzania’s 33 Regions 
including Zanzibar as the NEC does not have enough BVR 
kits to implement a national registration process on the 
same dates.

The NEC advertised for organizations interested to provide voter education to 
apply for accreditation. TYVA applied for accreditation and was one among the 
24 organizations that were accredited and granted a permit to provide voter 
education. NEC has been providing guidance on content creation to all 24 
accredited voter education organizations. As of January 2020, only three of the 
24 accredited voter educators have attracted some donor funding.

NEC provided no resources for accredited voter educators 
and organizations had to source their own funding support.

TYVA’s 
Accreditation 
For Provision 
Of Voter Education
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TYVA participated in four stakeholders’ meetings on voter education 
as part of the NEC’s accreditation and multimedia voter education 
program execution. These meetings were organized by NEC and 
Donor organization  at two different times during the lifetime of 
this program. The meetings played an important role in making this 
program a great success. These meetings included the following:

TYVA participated in NEC Meetings 
organized in Arusha (July 2019), Dar 
es Salaam (September 2019) and 
Dodoma (November 2019) to launch 
their voter education campaign. TYVA 
also participated in other meetings at 
NEC Headquarters where various issues 
regarding voter education regulations, 
plans of voter educators and content and 
guidelines for providing voters education 
were provided.

These meeting have strengthened the 
working relationship between TYVA and 
NEC for the past one year. TYVA has 
lodged its application of second phase 
of voter education planned to be held 
between April and June 2020. TYVA has 
also applied for the accreditation on 
Election Observation. 

Voter Education 
Stakeholders Meetings 
Organized by NEC

Donor organization  organized a 
stakeholders meeting on voter education 
on October 27, 2019 and TYVA was 
invited. The purpose of the meeting was 
to discuss the Tanzania political situation 
and what the CSOs have planned to do 
for the upcoming 2020 general elections. 
In the meeting, two agenda items were 
discussed:

(i) Planning and preparation related to 
2020 elections and 

(ii) Youth and Gender dynamics with a 
larger number of young people eligible to 
vote for the first time. 

The meeting was attended by about 20 
stakeholders. 

In addition, a TYVA member had 
authored a press article on elections 
and this member was also invited to 
Donor organization  to a meeting with 
the Mission Director and other Donor 
organization  staff.

Voter Education 
Stakeholders Meeting 
Organized by Donor 
organization  

Voter Education 
Stakeholders Meetings 
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Analysis
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As noted previously, according to official statistics published by the NEC, the 
commission had a youth registration shortfall in Dar es Salaam city prior to the 
2015 General Election of about 100,000 young people.  To be added to this number 
are youth that have become eligible to register since the 2014/2015 registration 
exercise – possibly up to 500,000.  There are also older people that had not 
previously registered. Countrywide, NEC registered about 23.16 million voters 
in 2015 with the 2.8 million newly registered voters in Dar es Salaam comprised 
about 12 percent of all registered voters nationally. 

Dar es Salaam city is estimated to have 5.7 million people, with the young 
population between the age of 0 to 17 accounting for 38.7 percent of the entire 
population of the city. The Tanzanian mean age is about 17.6 years – thus a very 
youthful population.

As also noted previously the Tanzania Civil Society Consortium for Election Observation (TACCEO) 
conducted an observation in 2015 General Election that 47 percent of eligible voters in the city of 
Dar es Salaam did not received voter education on the BVR process.

Therefore, with a primary focus in Dar es Salaam region for a period of 7 months; the multimedia 
voter education project proposed a solution to the problem analyzed above by deploying the use 
of print, electronic and social media platforms to reach out to at least 500,000 young population 
with BVR messaging. 

Given the reach of social media throughout Tanzania, it was important to make it clear in all 
messaging just where and when voter registration was being undertaken in a Region.

World Urbanization Prospects,Dar es Salaam Population 2020

National Bureau of Statistics (2012 Census)
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The program incorporated 
the following set of 
components:

The program had developed 
its voter education 
messaging based on the 
following areas:

Radio Advertising on stations with a youth 
focus, 

TV Program advertising 

Social Media Posts, video clips, images

Print Media articles and advertising

Internet Information

Timing of voter registration in Dar es 
Salaam region

Eligibility criteria and types of documents 
required for voter registration

Where the voters can go to register and 
hours of BVR exercise operation

Why youth should register and update 
their information in the BVR

Program Goal, 
Messaging and 
Milestones

Tanzania Youth Vision Association 10

The overall goal of the program was to encourage and motivate youth to turn up for BVR 
registration particularly targeting registration of first-time voters and update of voter 
information for those already registered in the Permanent Voter Register. 



TYVA originally planned to hold a two-day 
capacity and planning and development 
workshop to develop an approved work plan 
for the program by October 7, 2019.   Due 
to unavoidable circumstances with shifting 
dates in NEC’s timetable on BVR and NEC 
staff travelling to visit the Regions during 
October and November the workshop was 
finally held on November 26 and 27, 2019. 
On both days of the workshop a total of 
20 participants attended comprised of 
TYVA staff, media experts, web designer, 
social media influencers and TYVA youth 
volunteers. Workshop participants 
discussed the voter education and election 
laws in session one proceeded by opening 
remarks from TYVA’s chairperson, Suleiman 
Makwita and Pertiner organization  Country 
Director, Paul Anderson. 

NEC’s representative was organized to provide a 
presentation on Election laws and regulations, yet 
even after the long delay did not make it to the session 
because the person was again travelling outside of 
Dar es Salaam. 

During the first day participants identified  target 
group for the voter’s education campaign to be 
addressed and key election campaign messages. 
The team identified youth, women, and people with 
disabilities as key focus group for the campaign 
period. The participants were taken through the 
basic concepts and tools in planning, monitoring and 
elevation followed by a group work on planning for 
the multimedia voter education. 

Day two of the workshop included group work 
presentations on key messages, compilation of the 
work plan, review, and validation. The workshop 
was concluded by development of the framework 
for monitoring and evaluation. The deliverable of 
developing a detailed implementation plan and its 
monitoring and evaluation plan was met by this two-
day workshop. 

Planning 
And Development
Workshop To Develop 
The Program’s Work Plan 
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Only four days after the completion of the November 
26-27, 2019 workshop to develop the work plan, 
NEC commenced the their BVR exercise in Regions of 
Dodoma, Iringa and Mbeya from December 2, 2019. 
In response, TYVA quickly and successfully implemented 
a social media campaign on its Facebook and Twitter 
accounts to create publicity of the BVR in those 4 
Regions and encouraged potential voters to turn up for 
voter registration. 

Impact attained in the December 
2019 social media campaign

From 27 posts posted on Facebook the data indicated 
that:
• The total number of people reached was 5,620
• 60 percent were male
• 40 percent were female 
• Males aged between 18 and 24 years were 33.3 
percent
• Females aged between 18 and24 were 66.7 percent
• Males aged between 25 and 34 were 70.2 percent
• Females aged between 25 and 34 were 29.8%. 

Implementation 
Of The Work Plan

The original timeline as per the signed contract between Pertiner 
organization  and TYVA was to have in place the approved work plan 
by October 31, 2019. The draft work plan was developed at the end of 
November 2019, shared with Pertiner organization , and then went through 
a process of amendment. The work plan was approved on January 3, 2020. 
Following approval by the Pertiner organization  Tanzania Country Director, 
TYVA began social media campaign implementation as it was awaiting the 
actual entire work plan to be approved by Pertiner organization .

Early Social Media Campaign 

On Twitter about 15 posts as part of their voter 
education campaign received 98 retweets and 
246likes.

While the initial program was implemented at 
noticeably short notice it provided a useful information 
upon which to base implementation of the main 
program in the Dar es Salaam region. The initial 
engagement was used to inform on the approach of 
use of cartoons and social media influencers who are 
young people with social influence

Tanzania Youth Vision Association 12



Each messaging content area was 
included in each of the piece of work 
done by either the cartoonist, voice over 
artists, videographer, and experienced 
newspaper article author. Each content 
created had incorporated inclusion of 
young people with disabilities

Examples:  For a message content that 
targeted women, the project team 
utilized ideas from the planning meeting 
there were several comic Idea Block that 
were used to draw cartoons and create 
a Swahili BVR messages from the comic 
idea blocks below

1. Young men on the wall

2. Young ladies at a saloon

3. Students coming from Secondary 
school – Age 17 to 18

4. Azam Ice cream sellers on the road 
(male and female)

5. Boda boda (motor bike) riders in the 
street

6. People with disabilities

Major Focus Areas Of 
Program Implementation
The Process of Crafting Messaging Content 

The crafting of messages was done by TYVA’s project management team for the 
multimedia voter education campaign with the leadership and approval of the head of 
programs for each created messaging content. Content were extracted from the work 
plan by a responsible content creator to design a message;  for example messaging 
content for timing of voter registration, eligibility criteria, registration centers and 
hours of operations and the reasons why youth should turn up for BVR registration were 
developed by cartoonist, voice over artists, videographer and experienced newspaper 
article author who were obtained out the participants of the planning and development 
workshop which developed the program’s work plan. 
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drawing showing student in conversion on their role to 
participate in the BVR exercise in Dar es Salaam

The NEC registration exercise in the Dar es Salaam 
Region was planned to last for only seven days 
(February 14 – February 20), however due to the 
increase number of voters, low turnout during the 
earlier part of the registration period and long hours of 
operations, the Commission extended the registration 
for three more days from February 21 to February 23, 
2020. Registration centers were all open from 8:00am 
to 6:00 pm. Registration centers were available at the 
executive office of the ward / village / village or where 
the NEC’s Polling Station is located. 

As mentioned in more detail in the section above, 
TYVA targeted campaign messages for distribution 
during this peak time of BVR.

In campaign messaging, TYVA designed a message 
that, “it’s a constitutional right for youth to register and 
participate in the election process”. Three hash tags 
were designed and used during the entire campaign 
#JiandikisheNEC which means “Register at NEC”, 
#KijanaJiandikishe which means “Youth Register” and 
#BVRDAR ie Biometric Registration in Dar e Salaam. 
The three hashtags were formally used by ROAC

Content Messaging Areas

According to the Electoral Law (Amendment) Act ,19 
Articles 1 Section 10A. “The Director of Elections shall 
make and maintain a register of voters for each and 
every poling district in and every constituency”. NEC 
had started the voter’s registration process in July 
1, 2019 across the country and Dar es Salaam was 
scheduled to begin between the dates of February 14, 
2020 to February 20, 2020. NEC had set a target to 
conduct voters registration process for 1,661 polling 
stations in Ilala, Kinondoni, Ubungo and Temeke 
Districts in Dar es Salaam Region.

TYVA designed one video advert which was aired on 3 
TV Stations (Clouds TV, EATV and Wasafi TV) whereby 
EATV aired 6 spots per video advert, Clouds TV aired 4 
spots per video advert and Wasafi TV aired 2 spots per 
video advert  

The created voice over on the audio adverts were aired 
on Clouds FM which is youth popular radio station in 
Tanzania. From February 15, up to February 21, 2020 
each day at least four radio spots were aired per the 
radio advert .

Article 21 Sub-article (1) and (2) of the Constitution of 
the United Republic of Tanzania provides obligations 
and rights to the citizen ages 18years and above 
eligible to vote to take part in voters registration 
process. However, the NEC had made a provision to 
youth who will be 18years at the time of election to 
participate in the voter registration process.

TYVA’s messaging content on social media platforms 
were created with popular youth-friendly phrases 
compelling and targeting eligible young people. This 
was especially for students in secondary schools and 
universities who were 17 years old at the time of our 
adverts and would be turning 18 years at the time of 
voting on October 25, 2020. There was specific cartoon 

Eligibility criteria

Registration Stations and 
Hours of operation

Why youth should register

The timing of voter registration in 
Dar es Salaam
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Media Platforms Used

A radio audio advert 60 seconds was 
produced and aired out at the number one 
youth rated Radio in Tanzania (Clouds FM). 
Clouds Radio is ranked 1st with 16.92% of 
the share market among the top 20 stations 
in Tanzania (GeoPoll 2018)

A TV advert of about 60 seconds  was 
produced and aired at three TYVA stations 
that are focused stations and listenership. 
Clouds TV, East Africa TV and Wasafi TV. 

RADIO ADVERTISEMRNT TV PROGRAM
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TYVA used social media platforms such as 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram in the 
BVR campaign messaging targeting youth. 
Video clips were posted in both Facebook 
and Twitter as well as comic pictures with 
content on BVR messaging for the youth. 
A pool of 30 social media influencers were 
recruited for all social media platforms 
mentioned above using the three-hashtag 
provided. The impact reach in this campaign 
has been contributed so much by these 
influencers who were also part of the 
campaign youth target group.

Three articles were published in Tanzania 
popular newspapers, on the BVR messaging 
targeting youth voters in Dar es Salaam. 
The fist articles were published on  16th 
February, 2020 in The Citizen Newspaper, 
second article in Swahili version were 
published on 15th February,2020 and the 
last published on 20th February, 2020. The 
total reach for these articles is estimated at 
7000 individuals as the newspapers had a 
cumulative circulation of 70,000 people. 

SOCIAL MEDIA PRINT MEDIA ARTCLES
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The voters education contents and 
messages  are all uploaded in the campaign 
designed  website (www.kijanamakini.or.tz) 
literally meaning ‘serious youth on serious 
issues’ which serves as the sustainability 
online platform of the program. The website 
contents incorporated all messaging 
contents which were carried out during the 
program.

The video clips produced were also posted 
on TYVA main YouTube account and in other 
social media platforms of the organization. 

INTERNET INFORMATION VIDEO CLIPS
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Print Media

 In In reaching out to young women categories through print media, TYVA 
accomplished the following results as per the M&E planned targets. 

Attained Targets
TYVA published in 3 local newspapers (The 
Citizen, RAI, and Mtanzania Newspapers) 3 half-
page articles/feature stories with colored pictures 
targeting women and youth readers in Dar es 
Salaam. The Citizen is an English newspaper 
with the leading circulation of more than 30,000 
copies per day. RAI is the Swahili investigative 
and political lead newspaper in Tanzania which 
has at least 20,000 copies in circulation per day. 

Creative Solution/Activity

Mtanzania newspaper has a command 
in news reporting in Swahili with at least 
20,000 copies in circulation per day. 
The total circulation for the newspapers 
is thus 70,000. The readership of the 
articles is estimated at 10 percent of the 
total circulation for a best guess of 7,000 
individuals. 

in news reporting in Swahili with at least 
20,000 copies in circulation per day. 

Approach Of Reaching 
Out To Women Categories
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In reaching out to young women categories through electronic media, 
TYVA accomplished the following results as per the M&E planned targets 
through the video clip produced as an advert with a voice over created as 
the radio advert. 

Creative Solution/Activity

Women on BVR  TV & Radio Adds 
TYVA produced and broadcasted on 3 local stations TV and 
Radio adverts  with a key  massaging (timing, eligibility, 
place of registration and why youth should register) in 
order to motivate young women to turn up for BVR in Dar 
es Salaam

1. In Dar es Salaam region TYVA produced video and 
audio adverts involving a key successful woman  
entrepreneur, who is self-employed, on the topic of the  
importance of voter registration

2. TYVA Selected 3 TV stations (Clouds TV, Wasafi TV and 
EATV) in Dar es Salaam and broadcasted a one minute 
video advert 3 times a day for seven days which 
summed to 12 TV spots aired. 

Electronic Media
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TYVA had an objective to reach out to women 
categories through social media platforms ie 
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, and 
WhatsApp. TYVA had engaged a pool of social 
media influencers to amplify BVR messages. 

Messages were produced in Kiswahili to reach the 
widest audience possible. One popular message 
(English translation in box to the right) posted on 
February 15 from the Twitter campaign targeted 
women youth voters by setting the discussion on 
voter registration in a space commonly frequented 
by young women and by taking a conversational 
tone. This message gained 27 Retweets 61 Likes 
and 4 comments.

#Women on BVR Graphics 
Through Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, 
WhatsApp, TYVA created a series of social media 
posts from experienced social media influencers in 
Dar es Salaam.

Planned Targets
TYVA captured more than 30 photo shots during 
the BVR exercise in Dar es Salaam at different 
voter registration stations. The photo was 
taken from the BVR stations by our social media 
influencers using their mobile phones to update on 
the exercise and inform other young people to go 
and register

Designed and shared on social media “quotation” 
graphic designs of catchy words for women and 
youth on BVR messages. The message created was 
ideas from the November workshop to use women 
cartoon drawings in conversation about the BVR 
exercise in Dar es Salaam. The message was 
crafted in Swahili words to target most Swahili 
women speakers in Dar es Salaam. Each message 
created in Swahili was from the comic idea block 
from the planning meeting.

Creative Solution/Activity

The process on creating a BVR message started from 
idea block to the drawing and insert of Swahili massages 
that speaks to the targeted focused group and send 
to project management for approvals and lastly to the 
social media influencers for posting

Social Media
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In reaching out to youth categories through electronic, print, and 
social media, TYVA established the following activities with its 
planned targets outlined.

Approach Of Reaching 
Out To Youth Categories
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PRINT AND 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA
TYVA had an objective of reaching out to 
youth categories who are eligible voters and 
first-time voters through social, print, and 
electronic media such as newspapers, TV, and 
Radio. The message developed were ideas 
from planning and development meeting that 
proposed to have cartoons and drawing of 
young people inn street speaking to the young 
people that it is time to register and use their 
right.

A massage was crafted after identifying a 
youth at the bodaboda driving station and our 
cartoon artist crafted the image that were 
used to write a Swahili massage.

Youth on BVR audio and 
video jingle
TYVA used the same video advert and audio 
jingle on TV, Radio and social media platforms 
to target youth towards importance of voter 
registration in Dar Es Salaam between 14th 
February and 20th February 2020.

New Papers Articles
TYVA published in 3 local newspapers (The 
Citizen, Rai Newspaper and Mtanzania 
Newspaper) a half-page articles/feature 
stories targeting youth readers in Dar es 
Salaam who are eligible to vote. 

SOCIAL MEDIA APPROACH

TYVA had an objective of reaching out to youth 
categories who are eligible voters and first-
time voters through social media platforms 

ie Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, 
and WhatsApp. TYVA engaged a pool of 
social media influencers who were randomly 
selected based on their number of followers in 
their accounts to amplify a BVR messages.  
Creative Solution/Activity

Youth on BVR Cartoons 
drawings
 
TYVA developed 21 cartoons drawings and 
published them on social media such as Twitter, 
Instagram, Facebook targeting youth on BVR 
messaging following the four key messaging 
content areas i.e. (timing, eligibility, place of 
registration and why youth should register) 
See Annex 7:  The drawing of 21 Cartoons for 
Multimedia Campaign. 

Creative Solution/Activity
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Inclusion Of Persons 
With A Disability

The Persons with Disabilities Act, 2010 (Act No. 9 of 2010) on section 7 provides 
for awareness raising for people with disabilities (PWDs) and para (c ) and (vi) states 
that civil society organizations TYVA included should promote awareness and 
training in relation to the persons with disabilities and their rights. In this program’s 
social media and mainstream media campaign at least all the messaging content 
promoted awareness raising targeting persons with disabilities especially the blind 
community which was reached through radio adverts, crippled society which was 
reached through both  radio and TV adverts as well as social media posts.
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The M and E plan was developed as the result of the 
workshop to develop the work plan of the program. 
The session on planning developed several verifiable 
indicators in order to track data on the success of 
the program out of planned targets and outlined the 
means of verification. 

Herein below we have given examples of two scenarios 
on who the program team on monitoring and 
evaluation had gathered data for learning purposes.

Scenario 1: 
Example on using print 
media reaching out to 
women and youth readers. 

The planned target was to publish in 3 local newspapers 
3 half-page articles/feature stories with colored 
pictures targeting women and youth readers in Dar es 
Salaam. The verifiable indicators developed included 
“the number of published articles/feature stories”. The 
means of verification, which was outlined included the 
verification of stories, articles documented through 
press cuts from local newspapers. Eventually during 
the implementation, the project team was involved in 
data collection. The team managed to collected press-
cuts from 3 newspapers namely The Citizen, RAI and 
Mtanzania. The data collected also worked on fact 
finding on number of copies circulation in the market 
and data on how many people are estimated to read 
each copy per day. It is estimated that at least 10% of 
newspaper readers that is 7,000 individuals had read 
the published articles from the newspapers

Monitoring &
Evaluation
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Scenario 2: 
Example on using electronic 
media reaching out to youth 
and young women.

There were two planned targets, the first planned 
target was to produce video and audio adverts 
involving a key successful woman entrepreneur, who is 
self-employed, on the topic of the importance of voter 
registration. The second planned target was to select 
3 TV stations (Clouds TV, Wasafi TV and EATV) in Dar 
es Salaam and broadcasted a one-minute video advert 
3 times a day for seven days. The verifiable indicators 
included, “the number of Video and audio jingles 
produced, and number of times aired on both TV and 
radio”. The means of verification for both the first 
planned target and the second was “a file of Produced 
and aired videos”. The data and information on number 
of times the adverts were aired on either radio or TV 
was collected from each radio and TV stations. TV 
stations included Clouds TV, Wasafi TV and EATV all 
having a wide reach to the young population while the 
popular youthful radio station used for the advert of 
the program included Clouds Radio station.

 

Scenario 3: 
Example on using social 
media reaching out to youth 
and young women.

The planned target included creating 21 cartoons 
drawings and publish them on social media such as 
Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook targeting youth on 
BVR messaging. The indicators of success included, 
“the number of cartoon editions drawn and published 
on social media platforms with number of people 
reached by each platform” The means of verification 
developed was social media analytical reports. The 
data presented in this report on social media reach 
was part of our program’s team on monitoring and 
evaluation to track success on online platforms. 

In a nutshell, the monitoring process was rolled out 

on implementation of each planned target to track 
and collect data on verifiable indicators of success. All 
possible means of verification was used to track data 
for the purpose of evaluation on whether the program 
has attained its objectives or not. 

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge on every program, is to get the 
plan on papers a reality on actual implementation 
on the ground. Sometimes implementation on the 
ground would turn different from what you planned 
on papers. TYVA also got this challenge during the 
implementation of the multi-media voter education 
program. The popular mitigation strategy used to 
address this challenge is to try as much as we could 
to adjust the program implementation to achieve the 
desired goals as per signed contract between TYVA 
and Pertiner organization  but also aligning to the 
fundamental objectives of the program.  An example 
of the mitigation was to address all review comments 
provided by Pertiner organization  on the work plan 
and its monitoring and evaluation plan. 

Another challenge during implementation of this 
program is attaining common ground on program’s 
reporting standards. In mitigation of this challenge 
several physical meetings and online meetings 
between Pertiner organization  and TYVA were 
carried out in order to achieve the common ground 
on program’s reporting standards. It is recommended 
that going forward, a proper reporting format should 
be established. 

In the monitoring and evaluation and data validation of 
number of people reached, there was no available data 
and information on number of newspaper readership, 
TV and Radio listenership.

Challenges related to actual implementation included 
absence of NEC’s invited staff during the planning 
session. NEC’s staff was an invited guest speaker 
who was supposed to provide an overview on voters’ 
education, electoral laws, and regulation. Instead, 
this unexpected absence was mitigated through a 
presentation by a TYVA chairperson. 
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Conclusion

The program has achieved impressive statistics, 
particularly as a result of TYVA’s social media 
work. Both NEC and Donor organization  have 
complimented TYVA on the effectiveness of the 
program and NEC’s own statistics show that 
the number of new people registered during 
the first phase of BVR have totaled about 7 
million. NEC has not made available the age 
profile of new registrants but to achieve this 
number a significant number of youths must 
have registered. Given the limited amount of 
voter education undertaken by the NEC itself 
and the very few accredited voter educators 
that were able to obtain funding support, it is 
reasonable to attribute part of this increase to 
TYVA’s program. This program on multimedia 
voter education complimented to other 
efforts made by TYVA such as the project of 
TYVA’s roadshows on voter education in other 
parts of the country which were conducted 
way back before the implementation of the 
multimedia voter education program. The 
TYVA’s roadshows project on voter education 
covered 8 regions of Dar es Salaam, Kigoma, 
Mwanza, Mbeya, Songwe, Coast Region, 
Morogoro and Dodoma out of which NEC has 
released its first phase evaluation report on 
newly registered BVR voters.  By March 23, 
2020, NEC chairman Hon. Kaijage organized a 
meeting with political parties’ representatives 
at Julius Nyerere International Conference 

and provided BVR updates as part of the 
evaluation report. In this meeting as he was 
addressing the stakeholders, NEC’s Chairman 
reported that in their analysis of the first phase 
of BVR exercise, a total of newly registered 
voters was 7.04 million equivalents to 30.41 
percent of all registered voters in 2015. This 
number had exceeded NEC’s expectations of 
initial estimates by 13.41 percent. Voters who 
updated their information were 3.2 million, 
equivalent to 13.93 percent of the registered 
voters in 2015. In his report, NEC’s Chairman 
reported that the total number of country-
wide registered voters in the first phase of 
updating the Permanent Voter Register in 
2020 was 30.18 million voters from 23.16 
million voters registered in 2015 which is 
an increase of about 7.02 million voters 
equivalent to a percentage increase of 30.3 
percent. In his report, NEC did not provide 
data for new voter increase in Dar es Salaam 
because the commission is still cleaning its 
data and prepares for the second phase of 
BVR exercise before they finalize the exercise 
and avail region by region data of voters 
registered. Meanwhile, people registered can 
review their data online via Voters’ Interaction 
Systems (VIS) through mobile phones dialing 
*152*00# or visit the NECs website on 

www.nec.go.tz 

TYVA has completed the seven months program on multimedia 
voter education with an effective youth-based approach utilizing 
the skills and abilities of TYVA staff and its partners  for the benefit 
of the youth in not only the Dar es Salaam Region but also in some 
other Regions of Tanzania. 
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When considering all forms of media platforms used 
to reach out to targeted audience during the program, 
it was clear that social media was a highly effective 
platform in reaching youth throughout Tanzania. 
Youth constitute the largest share of social media 
subscribers. In the population of 58.87 million people, 
official data from Tanzania Communication Regulatory 
Authority (TCRA) shows that internet users were 25 
million people by December 2019. An independent 
international observer on social media subscription, 
(www.wearesocial.com) reported that by January, 
2020 young population aged over 18 year who uses 
internet were 29.2 million.  Facebook users were 4.4 
million1. 

A further challenge was the delay caused by 
the unavailability of NEC VE staff to assist with 
the Planning and Development Workshop. In 
retrospect when it became clear that there 
were problems with NEC staff availability TYVA 
should have gone ahead with the workshop. 
This would have avoided resultant funding and 
timing issues.

Leason Learn
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Recommendation

The multimedia campaign was only set for media related 
campaigns only, TYVA recommends that in the next 
round of the partnership with Pertiner organization  
there should also be a set of on-ground activities through 
roadshows, concerts, arts, drama, graffiti, and painting. It 
is also recommended that the next phase of TYVA’s voter 
education work includes post registration activities, such 
as promoting information on how to verify voters names 
in the Permanent Voter Register (BVR), engaging first time 
registered voters to the NEC’s exercise of cleaning of the 
PVR, voter education during political parties campaigning 
and attracting voter turn-out on election day.    Youth 
should also be encouraged to undertake election observer 
work, to stand as candidates, to act as Party Agents, and 
generally be involved in the electoral and democratic 
process in Tanzania.
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